New! 
MyPyramid Pre-Schooler Posters and Bookmarks

MyPyramid for Pre-Schooler Posters
CNPP-23 pkg/10
Price – $19.00
This poster features colorful graphics illustrating healthy lifestyles for children. It includes information on healthy diets with illustrations demonstrating healthy and fun activities for children.

MyPyramid for Pre-Schooler Bookmarks
CNPP-24 – pkg/100
Price – $10.00
These bookmarks are a great supplement to the MyPyramid program that can be handed out to kids as a take-home item. The front side features colorful illustrations of healthy activities for children. On the back each bookmark has a food group highlighted with tips for making the most of each. It also includes information on essential oils, balancing food with fun and limiting fats and sugars.

Materials Included in the Packet

Agronomy
Corn & Soybean Field Guide 2009
ID-179 – $6.00 – Revised – 12/2008

Announcement Only – Not Included in the Packet

Dean’s Office
Purdue Agricultures Magazine Winter 2009
Ag-MAG – $.00 – Revised – 1/2009

Botany & Plant Pathology
A Story of Plant Pathology: Past to Present
CD-BP-73 – $17.00 – New – 1/2009

Consumer & Family Sciences
Proper Handwashing with Ken McKan DVD

Horticulture Landscape & Architect
Midwest Vegetable Trial Report for 2008
2008-B18404 – $24.00 – New – 12/2008
Midwest Vegetable Trial Report for 2008 CD
CD-2008-B18404 – $7.00 – New – 12/2008

Youth Development & Ag Education
Equine Science, Basic Knowledge for Horse People of All Ages
4-H-1010 – $20.00 – New – 1/2009

Price Changes Effective February 1, /2009

Botany & Plant Pathology
The Benefits of Pesticides, A Story Worth Telling
PPP-70 – Old Price $1.00 – New price $5.00
The Pesticide Marketplace
PPP-71 – Old Price $1.00 – New price $5.00

Discontinued/Deleted as of February 1, 2009

Consumer & Family Sciences
V-CFS-39  –  Proper Hand Washing with Ken McKan
(Replaced with DVD-BP-39; listed above)

Youth Development & Ag Education
4-H-573  –  Judging Registration Form
(Web only)
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Educational Materials Updated on the Web – January 2009
Youth Development & Ag Education
4-H-573-W – CDE Registration Tabulation Card
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